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We have several advantages to offer our clients, but
the most important is our safety culture and high
performance. Our people make the difference.

REWARDS & PRIZES
Use your steps to earn prizes and
fun rewards

ONLINE TOOLS
Make goals, view progress, log
food, weight and activities from
your PC or smart phone

TEAMS + FRIENDS

Arkos is partnering with Walkingspree to bring
you an energizing new Wellness activity. We’re
excited to offer this fun tool to help you with
your goals for overall Wellness.
Put on your walking shoes or your work boots, join us as we
begin a simulated walking tour of each Arkos facility, and
get to know some people at each location while we improve
our fitness. As we collectively reach each destination on
our route, we will update you with the progress of our
route. We can walk toward the destinations while on the
job, at the gym or playing with our families.
The first 60 employees to complete their on-line Wellness
Assessment and complete a Health Physical or OB/GYN exam
will win a free Fitbit.

FIND MORE INFORMATION ON SHAREPOINT
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Enjoy camaraderie with your
Arkos colleagues and get to know
your coworkers.

CHALLENGES
You can also challenge your
coworkers in virtual walks and
fitness challenges

REGISTER TODAY!
DOWNLOAD WALKING SPREE APP
TAP “SIGN UP”
TYPE IN “ARKOS”
CODE: ARKOSWALKS
Need a fitness tracker? You can purchase
a discounted Fitbit tracker from the
Walkingspree store after you create an
account. Take advantage of Walkingspree’s
additional discount for Arkos’ employees
towards a new Fitbit!

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN $500!
Complacency can be defined as self-satisfaction, especially when accompanied by unawareness
of actual dangers or deficiencies. This behavior is extremely dangerous in the workplace.
Complacency within our daily routine causes us to potentially overlook hazards, underestimate
the risk of the tasks we perform regularly, or fail to notice a change in our environment.
Unfortunately we don’t realize we are working on auto-pilot until we have a near miss or
incident. When this happens, it causes us to refocus our attention and ask ourselves “what if.”

WTI CRUDE AND
NATURAL GAS PRICES

In an effort to convey the importance of situational awareness, we want to hear how you have
witnessed or experienced complacency in the workplace. Send your examples to Savannah
Criddle at scriddle@arkos.com! We will announce the winner on our next newsletter and contact
you with details on how to claim your prize.

$2.69
as of 04.09.18

$63.41
as of 04.09.18
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A day in the life of an
Arkos Plant Operator
BY: RON GEORGE
When you think of a
Plant Operator, what
really comes to mind?
Arkos has a group of nine (9) trained
operators, two (2) being service
technicians, operating out of the
Smithfield, PA office, with an experience
level of 4 years to 13 years. These
Operators perform the task of working
in a compressor station where they
are responsible for the day-to-day
operation of controlling, monitoring,
and maintaining the machines and
equipment used to produce, refine, and
pump chemicals, oil, gas, and specific
hydrocarbons. They are required, as part
of their duties, to be knowledgeable with
all Customer SOPs (Standard Operating
Procedures) and OSHA Guidelines.
This group works in pairs on a rotating
12 hour shift consisting of a lead and an
operator. One operator is assigned to
the control room where he is responsible
for monitoring the SCADA HMI (Human
Machine Interface) making required
processing adjustments to ensure an
efficient and quality product. The field
operator receives instructions and
manually performs equipment startups
or shutdowns as required. They are the
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eyes and ears for all equipment, vessels,
and machinery.
On a daily basis, the field operator
makes rounds monitoring every piece
of equipment, taking readings, and
reporting any abnormalities. Together
they will troubleshoot all of these
issues and take the necessary corrective
action. As part of their duties, they are
also required to replace filters, remove
and maintain inlet strainers, and assist
with the replacement and installation of
compressor valves.
This particular compressor station
has been in operation for 6 years and
Arkos has been there since the start
of commissioning through present
operations. It currently flows 328
mmscfd (million standard cubic feet per
day) with a discharge pressure of 900
psi (pounds per square inch). The station
is equipped with five (5) electric driven
Ariel JGZ compressor frames and one (1)
gas engine driven Ariel JGC compressor
frame. The production equipment
consist of two (2) gas dehydration
systems, two (2) stabilizers, and three
(3) heat exchangers where the inlet gas
is increased by the discharge gas. Also,
there is one (1) hot oil system and three

(3) VRU’s (Vapor Recovery Units). It is
also vital to monitor the plant air system
since every aspect of the plant requires
the use of operating air.
The process is unique where there is both
liquid hydrocarbon and gases flowing into
the station. Our operators will ensure
there is retention time for separation of
the water and hydrocarbons, while the
gases are routed to the compressors.
Our operators are also involved in the
process called pipeline pigging, which
requires the lead operator to adjust all
parameters for the pig to be launched
into the plant safely, whilst monitoring
22 well pads. They are also tasked with
making process adjustments or gas
diversions from one station to another
from a separate HMI where required.
All truck load outs of water or stabilized
hydrocarbons are controlled, monitored,
and recorded. Reports are generated
and sent throughout different scheduled
times of the shift, including an end
of shift log for the incumbent pair of
operators.
This is an example of the diversification
of Arkos, helping us achieve our goal of
Total Services Capabilities.

“Having visited the plant on multiple occasions, I
can say, under Ron’s leadership, each Plant Operator
represents the Arkos culture - Professionalism, Quality
Service, and Dedication to ensuring our Customer’s
needs are met.”
Seth Cannon
Chief Operating Officer

INDUSTRY EVENTS AND CONFERENCES
GMRC GAS MACHINERY CONFERENCE

PITTSBURGH, PA | OCTOBER 2017

The Northeast Sales Team exhibited during the GMRC Gas
Machinery Conference in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in Q4 of 2017.
The conference included a wide range of short courses, technical
papers, and technology updates. Subject Matter Experts from
around the industry present during the 3 days of the conference.
The event also includes over 120 companies showcasing the
latest equipment, technology, and services. This conference is a
great venue to network with clients as well as vendors.
Dan Natsch at the Arkos Booth

TURBOMACHINERY & PUMP SYMPOSIUM

HOUSTON, TX | DECEMBER 2017

Joseph Kotyra, Joe Slack, Terry Picou, Dave Mason

The Downstream Sales Team exhibited at the Turbomachinery
& Pump Symposium in Houston, TX in December 2017. This
conference offers continuing education programs to include
rotating equipment, petrochemical, power, aerospace, chemical
and water industries. The technical topics include maintenance,
reliability, troubleshooting with actual case studies and real
world problem solving. Networking opportunities abound for
attendees, rounding out the valuable transfer of knowledge
from vendor across the globe.
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WE ARE FOCUSED ON OUR
APPROACH TOWARD...

Daniel B. Cannon

“You’re helping
make Arkos a
success and I assure
you that with your
continued support,
I believe there are
many more positive
announcements
coming as we enter
2018.”

President and CEO

”I am so proud of our loyal, hard-working,
SAFE team.”
I last wrote to you year-end 2016
and discussed the challenging
market conditions and our efforts
to continue making progress
toward achieving Arkos’ business
plan of diversification in our
markets. As a reminder, our three
target markets are Upstream,
Pipeline,
and
Downstream
and we are focused on our
approach towards “Total Services
Capabilities” in each.
We appreciate the wonderful
contributions the Arkos team has
made to our success. Since then,
we’ve seen some encouraging
news in the Oil and Gas industry,
and everyone at Arkos has done
a great job of delivering on our,
albeit somewhat delayed and
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market limited, objectives. In
some locations, we have been
gratified by increased demands
for our services due to local
market conditions as well as
your hard work and attention to
customer service.

vulnerable to future downturns in
any individual market, as well as
enabling us to take advantage of
the introduction of new services
and products. What does this
mean for the Arkos team? Stability
of our workforce, your current
jobs and future advancement
The increased activity is nice, but opportunities are all the focus of
we must continue paying close our diversification strategy.
attention to costs, processes,
and safety practices that have In closing, I want to take this
helped us weather this deep and opportunity to offer my heartfelt
extended downturn as increased thank you to everyone! I am so
demand is not yet universal across proud of our loyal, hard-working,
all our divisions/locations. Doing SAFE team. You’re helping make
so, along with our initiatives to Arkos a success and I assure you
stabilize and continue to diversify that with your continued support,
our offerings, helps support the I believe there are many more
long term efforts to gain traction positive announcements coming
across markets and make us less as we enter 2018.

TOTAL SERVICES CAPABILITIES
HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR POSITIVE RESULTS AND
MILESTONES IN 2017:
• We reinstated the 401(k) company match program. (Arkos matches 50% of
employee’s contributions to the 401(k) program up to six percent of their
compensation)
• Our Waller Downstream team has recently completed the development
of a state-of-the-art machine shop and Hyper-Compressor Repair Center.
It is one of only three similar facilities in the United States. We contracted
our first large order on December 31, 2017 and received the first 15 hyper
cartridges and 17 hyper plungers for repair on January 1, 2018.
• We opened our Houma valve and packing center and have plans for more
strategically located dedicated valve shops in 2018.
• We are working with the lessor of our Midland facility to build new, modern
machine shop on the same property as our current Midland operation.
When completed, it will become the home for the expanded Precision Arkos
Machine operation.
• We have obtained a scanner with related equipment and software and have
completed the training of Arkos personnel in its use allowing Arkos to scan
and produce engineering CAD drawings of compressor running gear and
parts, opening up numerous new opportunities for us.
• We have secured new banking relationships that will facilitate better cash
flow and allow for potential M & A opportunities.

At our Waller Facility,
we specialize in
Compressor Valve
Repair for all types
of Reciprocating
Compressors including
Oxygen Service. We
also have a full service
Hyper Compressor
Service Center
including specialized
and general machine
shop services.
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IN OUR EMPLOYEE’S WORDS
“I have been working for Arkos in Operations
since day one [August 1, 2014]. During this time,
I’ve had the pleasure of working with a great
team, providing 24/7 coverage at a compressor
station outside of Washington, PA in all weather
conditions and dealing with all kinds of situations.
Our team has worked together to continually
provide outstanding service to our customers. We
are also lucky to have experienced leadership that
understands and appreciates what we do.”
Tony Byford
Lead Plant Operator | Smithfield, PA

WELCOME TO THE TEAM

Andrew Lamartiniere
Service Technician I
Brendan Coy
Service Technician II
Chelsie Rogers
Administrative Assistant
Garrett Yelverton
Warehouse Attendant
Jimmy Parker
Operations Manager
Kelly Sumrall
Financial Analyst
Kevin Bourque
Field Service Representative
Nataly Marquez
Administrative Assistant
Robert Ridener
Shop Foreman
Timothy Jackson
Service Technician Lead
Tony Hall
Service Technician II
Valentin Gutierrez
Service Technician II

Houma, LA
Three Rivers, TX
Kilgore, TX
Midland, TX
Odessa, TX
Corporate
Waller, TX
Midland, TX
Midland, TX
Midland, TX
Kilgore, TX
Three Rivers, TX

A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE
EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE BEEN
HERE SINCE DAY ONE
Adam Bodell
Adam Cloud
Alan Reeb
Amanda Hale
Amber Smith
Ancel Redder
Andre Pearson
Andrew McPartland
Angela Nichols
Anthony Byford
Anthony Manuel
Arlon Hartman
Billy Mims
Brandon Campbell
Brandon Newman
Brian Fuhrman
Brian Perron
Cameron Copeland
Carl Childress
Chad Presnall
Chad Schovajsa
Christopher Dauzat
Christopher Romines
Christopher Zartman
Claude Laverty
Clemente De La Cruz
Daniel B. Cannon
Daniel Jarrell
Darlene Koffler
Darrell Day
David Epperson
David Patin
David Robinson
Delbert Sandidge
Denton Griffin
Devin Marcel
Dickie Charpentier
Dwayne Mix
Edward Weglarz
Erik Garcia
George Bauman
George Johnson
Gerald Hebert
Harry Cormany
Isaac Eshleman
Jacki Strack
James Howard III
James Howard Jr.
James Pool
Janice Elliott
Jason Gautreaux
Jason Reber
Jean Mattern
Jeffery Duke
Jeffrey Mayfield
Joe Kinder
Joey Hutchinson

John Punch
Jose Gonzalez
Joseph Bernard
Joshua Cannon
Joshua George
Joshua Rozas
Joshua Womack
Juan Lopez
Karen Muccioli
Kenneth Lirette
Kent Weir
Kimberly Bryan
Larry Bruns
Lee Sumrall
Lester Trahan
Louis Boothe
Lynette Dhuet
Marc Alston
Melanie Menard
Melissa Chauvin
Michael Martin
Michael McKerns
Mindy Basinger
Mitch Leblanc
Nathan Houlton
Nguyen Tang
Peter Honsberger
Randel Knight
Randy Fondren
Ray Cox
Richard Lough
Robbie Cantrelle
Robert Clayton
Robert Leger
Robert Ramsey
Robert Sutton
Ron George
Roy James
Ryan Dunbar
Sally Rodriguez
Savannah Criddle
Sean Labbe
Shelly Duhon
Stacy Green
Steven Shaffer
Strom Hebert
Stuart Ribblett
Terry Picou
Thomas Gambino
Tim Mann
Tracie Rhodes
William Hockenberry
William McNally
Zachary Mullin

Have suggestions for
the next Newsletter?
We would love to hear
from you!
Email us your ideas!
scriddle@arkos.com

